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Impala's Shiny Joe
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Project Overview
The Struggling Kings, WA's Indigenous act of the
year will record their latest album with the
mentorship of Shiny Joe Ryan of internationally
acclaimed act POND.
The Struggling Kings, have done the preparation in building relationships and
fans playing throughout W.A at huge festivals and touring state-wide. All this
just off the back of their first self-recorded Ep Oceans. With the Kings ready
to take the next step within the Australian music industry, an enormous
opportunity has come about as Shiny Joe Ryan of award winning,
internationally acclaimed act POND, reached out to offer mentorship
throughout the recording of the Kings next album. Though the bands may
seem a strange fit, the Kings have a strong desire to strengthen their skill and
knowledge in the world of contemporary modern music and would love to
incorporate their traditional Indigenous music knowledge with modern music
to elevate Indigenous storytelling. This is a huge opportunity for the Kings to
learn from the best at home in W.A.

Selection Criteria
1. Artistic Merit
The Struggling Kings have done the preparation in playing throughout W.A and are ready
to take the next step within the Australian music industry. They were set for a huge run
of shows throughout W.A and wider Australia that unfortunately was halted due to
Covid19. Ready and eager to take off again within a new post Covid music industry, the
Kings are looking to partner up through mentorship with Shiny Joe Ryan from award
winning, internationally acclaimed act Pond.
The Kings took out awards at the W.A Naidoc Music awards in 2018 for Best Band and
Best Song for track ‘Oceans’. In 2019 they were awarded the Best Indigenous Act at the
WA Music awards where they were asked to perform their track ‘Ardyaloon’ and then
back hall of fame inductee Johnny Young for his track ‘The Real Thing’. Playing at some of
WA’s biggest festivals with line-ups that included the likes of John Butler, Slumberjack
and Archie Roach the Kings have set the foundations to be able to bring out a new
album that will take the band to national and international audiences.
Pond and Shiny Joe have undoubtably made a name for themselves throughout
Australia and the rest of the world with a huge fan base and listenership they sell out
international shows on headlined world tours. Shiny Joe is also the tech specialist for one
of Australia’s biggest ever music export’s Tame Impala.
When considering the music both groups have produced and their backgrounds, it may
sound like a strange fit. This however is where the Kings will look to benefit the most.
Shiny Joe and Pond have an incredible amount of musical, technical and equipment
knowledge and the Kings are looking to expand on their skills in the world of modern
contemporary music. Combining the Kings knowledge of traditional Indigenous music
and language with the modern contemporary musicianship of Pond, and with a goal of
elevating Indigenous themes and storytelling, we believe we can really make something
special from this project that will impact a wide range of audiences.
Sharing their Bardi language and culture is always a priority to the Kings and with having
Shiny Joe come in to help, it will make it even more special, elevating the traditional
sound to create something new and exciting.

Selection Criteria (cont)
2. Career Impact
The Struggling Kings have worked extremely hard to build an excellent rapport with
Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities throughout W.A and specifically within
the local Perth music scene. This, off the back of their first Ep which was all done by
themselves, from the recording and mixing to the marketing. So, with the release of a
studio album, professionally produced, recorded, mixed, mastered and then marketed.
The Kings with the mentorship of Pond and access to their networks have a huge
potential to break out onto the mainstream music scene Australia wide.
It will be eye opening for the Kings to experience what it is like to work with a highly
professional artist in the producing and recording settings as the Kings have only just
recorded their first studio recorded single ‘Baanigarr’ which was released late
September 2020. Throughout the entire process The Kings will be mentored in all
aspects of how to be a successful act. Pond's Shiny Joe has generously offered to give
advice and allow the Kings to learn from their wealth of knowledge and experience.
3. Viability
Shiny Joe and Pond throughout the years have created their own recording studios,
studio spaces and have built relationships with others that the Kings will fully utilise
throughout this project. They have created networks with some of the biggest music
business professionals and are willing to share them with the Kings. The Struggling Kings
front men, Luke and Dan Riches are also co-directors of media production company
Ardiol Creative.
Established in 2017 the company has completed many corporate videography projects
and successfully had two large scale productions that have been executed and aired.
One on ABC called ‘KGB’ and the other ‘Lost Diamonds’ aired on NITV/SBS. Another
exciting documentary called Struggling Songlines is to be completed in December 2020
for NITV/SBS. A film that follows the Struggling Kings as they head up to One Arm Point
to recreate their grandfathers dreaming songs with their Bardi elders using their
contemporary music. A task that was given to the Riches brothers at a performance in
Cape Leveque where the lore men put to them the need for the youth of the community
to be re-engaged with language and culture. They saw The Struggling Kings as a way to
influence change.
Ardiol Creative will creating the promotion and marketing materials for the album with
the input of the PR Company. This will include music videos, band photos and artwork.
At the commencement of the mentoring the Kings will look to how Pond had their
marketing campaigns executed to see what worked best for them and then a PR
Company will be selected to lead the marketing campaign for the album. Ardiol Creative
will work closely with the PR Company, building the design of the campaign. The
campaign will run for a period of four weeks with two weeks of pre-release marketing
and then another two weeks post release.

MARKE T AN ALY S IS
Marketing / PR Campaign

The Struggling Kings & Pond
Recording Mentorship Project
The marketing phase of this project will not be undertaken until the completion
of recording and mentorship. The below information is a pre-emptive plan for
how marketing will be conducted based on existing information available to us.
Ardiol Creative will offer its resources as a media production company with
intention to collaborate with a reputable marketing brand that can offer further
support.
Timeline
XX weeks
XX Feb 2021 – XX March 2021
Audience Profile
Music is suitable for all ages. The demographic is far reaching in terms of age as
many 5-8 year olds singalong to the music, as well as audiences 45+ who seem
to have high engagement with TSK music.
Primary Audience: 18-35 years, male and female
Where: Australia wide; Live shows majority Perth-based
Similar bands: (as per feedback) Pearl Jam, Pigram brothers, Mumford and Sons,
Powderfinger
Audiences would also listen to: Dan Sultan, Gang of Youths, Yabu Band, Archie
Roach
Market Assessment
Genre: Alternative, Rock, Indigenous, Indi, Pop
Trending bands within genre: Lime Cordiale, Dan Sultan, Ocean Alley, The
Jungle Giants, San Cisco
Similar bands with moderate success: Southern River Band, Great Gable,
Caravana Sun
Successful Indigenous bands: Yothu Yindi, Pigram Brothers, Gurumul
Market Trending Bands, Australia (2020): Dope Lemon, San Cisco, Holy Holy,
Spacey Jane, Tame Impala
Previous Success
Oceans EP (released Feb 2018)
ƒƖk streams Spotify, Google play, iTunes
300+ purchases iTunes & google play
450+ CD Sales
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Marketing PR Campaign cont...
Highest performing video:
Ardyaloon – 15.4k views (FB), 18k views (Youtube) Press posted in Canning
Times, Sunday Times, Broome Advertiser, Community News
Content/Product
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Music tracks (Mp3),
Single Video (MP4),
Merchandise T Shirts,
CDs Hard Copy,
Presskit – high res photos, video links, music links, bio, reviews,

6.

Media/Press Release – write up and high res photos.

Strategies/Actions
• Social Media – Facebook/Instagram – 2-3 posts weekly
• Web – live weekly updates, upcoming shows, new photos/video
• Youtube – TBA
• Newspaper – Press Release and photos sent to: Around The Sound,
Express Magazine, other TBA
Music News
Press Release and photos sent to: X-Press Magazine, Music Feeds, ABC Music
News, The Music, Music Insight, Around The Sound, Scenestr
Radio (local)
Press Release and photos sent to: 100.9 Noongar Radio, RTRFM, Triple J, 98.5
Sonshine FM, ABC Perth Radio, ABC Kimberley, Radio Goolarri and Red FM.
Targets: New Followers
Facebook – 2,500 new (currently 1,859) Instagram – 1,000
new (currently 764)
Youtube (Subscribers) – 250 new (currently 191)
Targets: Sales
CD Sales: 1,000+
T Shirt Sales: TBC

The Struggling Kings
For more information please
see contact details below
Daniel Riches
danriches@live.com.au
admin@thestrugglingkings.com.au
0433 499 657

